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The paper reviews energy models which have been applied 10 
plan rung and policy assessment qutstiollS. It describes tM 
hiAtory and methods of the early models, whic:t bad bcc:n 
devc:loped for industrial purposes in the. sixties. It illustrates 
how Ihe score of the model development and application 
changed during the seventies towards mort universal applicable 
modeh ollhe total eoergy system and finally to models encom-
passing encI!Y·«ODOmy interactions. The cner&Y models ap-
plied today are most1y very large systems due to the compkxity 
of the probkms described. They consist sometimes of an in· 
tegrated prog,rammiog system, but in a few cases a set of 
disconn«ted modds with different kthniqucs are used. 
A general 5UI'V~ of energy models is a,ivcn with the purpose 
to prestot the broad categories of some of the well-known 
models in comparative lann. disc!JSS their content and applica-
lion and provide a classification. A selection of three mode15 
which art: typical representatives lor particular categorics is 
reviewed in detail and then follows an outlook for areas of 
future improvemer,ts. 
1. Introduction 
In the last decade, the question of future energy 
supplies has become one of the central political 
challenges in almost all countries of the world. 
Since the oil crisis in 1913 energy problems have 
moved to the core of the most difficult and con-
troversial issues confronting society. 
The radically increased public awareness of the 
energy problem has initiated a remarkably large 
number of energy policy studies and has given a 
substantial impetus to the development of energy 
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models to help decision-makers deal with the broad 
variety of issues related to the energy problem. A 
large number of energy models have been devel-
oped all over the world and are now used for 
energy and policy planning purposes on a re-
gional, national as weU as on an international 
scale. The scope of energy models ranges from 
engineering models of different energy conversion 
technologies (e.g. refineries), sectoral models deal-
ing with the demand and/ or supply of single fuels, 
energy system models encompassing the entire en-
ergy system to models describing the energy sys-
tem as an integral part of the overall economy. 
This survey is not intended to give an exhaus-
tive description of the energy modds developed so 
far, or to evaluate the different methodologies 
applied in energy models. Rather, a limited num-
ber of representative models are described to il-
lustrate the present state of the art. I Therefore, we 
will concentrate on energy system and ener~­
economy models for strategic planning and policy 
analysis. Before discussing specific models in some 
detail, we will give a brief overview of the history 
and methods used in energy modeling. and we will 
outline the nature of the issues facing the energy 
planner and energy policy-maker, which are char-
acterized by complexity and uncertainty. The paper 
concludes with a discussion on unresolved model-
ing issues and some recommendations on how to 
improve the usefulness and impact of energy mod-
els in energy policy and planning. 
1. Energy models: history, metbods and application 
The history of energy modeling goes back some 
twenty years to the 1960's. Althougb efforts to 
I For furtlH:r information we refer to the following gcneral 
reviews of energy models (1 -81 and to the major conferences 
held on energy modelling 19-131. 
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develop energy models began well before the first 
oil crisis in 1973, it was the growing awareness of 
the energy problem originating from this event 
that forced an explosion in the development of 
energy models. Exact figures concerning the en-
ergy models developed so far are nol available. but 
in the reviews of energy models published by the 
International Insti~ute for Applied Systems Analy-
sis (IIASA) [1.2.3J up to 1916 alone some 144 
different models were characterized and classified. 
The individual models vary greatly in their objec-
tive, addressing a broad scope of problems for 
geographical areas of widely different sizes and 
they employ a variety of methods orig.inating from 
several scientific disciplines. 
The energy models developed in the sixties 
focused mainly upon the supply and demand of a 
single energy form or fuel like electricity, oil or 
natural gas. Faced with the complex problem of 
optimal allocation and routing of crude at! and oil 
products between direeren! oil sources, refineries 
and demand centers the petroleum companies have 
developed and applied particularly large allocation 
models, as well as models for the refining process 
[14]. Another example of a successful application 
of models, of the sectoral type., are the models 
used for the analysis of electric utility operations 
and expansion plans. A large number of models 
have been developed and are used to evaluat(' the 
optimal expansion strategy of the power plant 
system required to satisfy an increased electricity 
demand [I5.16.11J. The models determine the opti.· 
mal mix and timing of nt..>W power plants of differ~ 
ent types 50 that the electricity demand over the 
planning horizon is satisfied at minirnLl;l1l dis--
counted overall cost, including capital, fuel, as well 
as operating costs. 
Both types of models mentioned above focus on 
the supply side, that is, on the best way to satisfy 
an assumed energy demand. Energy demand is an 
exogenous input to these nlodels and is often 
provided by econometric dentalld models, estimat-
ing energy or fuel demand as a function of energy 
prices and other determinants such as population, 
economic growth, etc. 
A major criticism made of sectoral, single fuel 
or energy form models is that they treat the de-
velopment of the sector or fuel in question as in 
isolation from the rest of the overall energy and 
economic system, thereby ignoring that there are 
many different ways to satisfy given energy service 
demends such as space heat, industrial process 
heat, and transponation. A sectoral, single fuel 
model cannot adequately describe the inter/uel sub-
stitution related to changing energy prices, techno-
lOgical development or environmental considera-
tions in the different sectors of energy use. 
Complying with these requirements was the 
main reason for the developm~nt of energy sysrem 
models, describing the energy flows from different 
primary energy sources through various conver-
sion and utilization processes 1.0 different end use 
demands. It was at the beginning of the seventies, 
when the work on energy system models began. 
A national energy balance as shown in Fig. I 
can be viewed as a simple static model of the 
energy system, because it accounts at a single 
point in time for an energy flows from the primary 
energy sources, through conversion processes. to 
the ultimate use of various fuels and energy forms. 
Most of the energy system models are based on 
the network representation of the energy balance 
approach. Using this network of now of resources 
(coal, oil, gas, nuclear, solar) to various demand 
sectors (industry, transportation, commercial, 
household) as a simple accounting framework, the 
consequences of alternative ways to satisfy an 
estimated demand development in each of th:> 
major end-use sectors can be simulated and 
evaluated in terms of primary energy consump-
tion, required conversion capacity etc. Extensions 
of this type of model to analyse the impact of 
alternative energy supply strategies on the environ-
ment and in terms of energy cost are easily at· 
tainable and have been used in the past [181. 
Besides these network accounting models, a 
series of optimizing models of whole energy sys-
tems were developed from the beginning of the 
seventies [l9,20.21.22J. These models were 
designed to determine the optimal aUocation of 
energy resources and conversion technologies to 
end-uses using the network representation of the 
energy system. The models are either static with 
the optirnizati,:m process seeking a minimization of 
cost (or a single target year, or they are quasi 
dynamic and attempt to minimize the present val· 
ues of the cost over the whole planning horizon. 
subject to the demand and to a set of constraints 
reflecting resource availabilities and/ or environ-
mental considerations. 
Accounting and optimization models of this 
type foous on the technical slnt<ture of the energy 
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systems and an energy demand is usually an ~xog­
enous input to them. With demand as a fixed 
input, these models do not allow for demand 
adjustments due to higher energy prices or to 
changed GNP growth caused by rising energy cost 
and limited energy supplies. 
Handling these issues requires models linking 
the energy sector with the rest of the economy. 
Most of the recent energy modeling work is de-
voted tt) this area of energy-economy interaction 
[9,12). Various approaches to link economic mod· 
els to models of energy demand and supply are 
currently being investigated. We will discuss some 
of this in Section 4, when we describe a number of 
models in more detail. 
lbis short glance back into history should show 
that. although the construction of energy models 
began oruy 20 years ago, there have been several 
important development phases as sectoral models 
evolved towards models of complete energy sys-
tems and energy-economy models. 
Of course, improvements were also made in 
methodology, although one must state that the 
development of new and better methods was not 
the main goal of the development of energy mod-
els, but rather that the energy model builder re-
AIRCRAFT 
ferred essentially to the corresponding improve-
ments and developments of other fields of science, 
e.g. econometrics. statistics, operations research. 
computer science, and systems science. Looking 
back, one can also say that there are three model-
ing methodologies that have been applied domi-
nantly in energy models. namely engineering pro-
cess analysis, mathematical programming. and 
econometrics. Econometric methods are found 
most often in representations of the energy de-
mand side emphasizing the behavioral aspects of 
decisions on the sides of both the consumer and 
the supplier. Statistical techniques are used to 
estimate the structural parameters of the be-
havioral equations, e.g. macroeconomic produc-
tion functions or price elasticities from observed 
data. Econometric models are, in general, of a 
higher aggregation level than process models. which 
often cover quite a lot of technical details oC the 
energy supply system. This is independent of 
whether it is conceived as simple accounting or as 
an optimization model. The linear programming 
technique has been used far more than other 
mathematical programming methods because of its 
capability to solve large problems. Linear pro-
granuning models formulated in terms of energy 
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quantities flowing through the energy system pro-
vide. via the shadow prices, useful economic infor-
mation about the optimal solution. 
In addition to these methods. energy models 
were also occasionally developed' which make use 
of the input- output method, the system dynamics 
approach or the methods of game theory. 
In the following, some illustrative energy mod-
els will be discussed in more detail. We will con-
fine ourselves to models which deal with the com-
plete energy system or the interaction between the 
energy system. Before describing particular mod-
els. it is necessary to first review, in the next 
section, the main aspects of the energy problem. 
the nature of energy planning and policy ques-
tions. and the need for decision-making aids such 
as energy models. 
3. Energy planning and policy issues: complexity 
and uncertainty 
The development of energy models is not an 
end in itself. rather it is only justifiable when it 
attempts to provide a contribution to the solution 
of the pressing energy problem. In order to make 
clear which demands and problems planners and 
poticy makers are confronted with and what con-
tribution energy models can have. we consider it 
necessary to combine an overview of the develop-
ment and the present state of energy models with 
the description of some details of the energy prob-
lem itself. 
Today it is recognized throughout the globe 
that the world is faced with a serious energy 
problem. It is generally agreed that the (!entral 
problem for most countries over the short and 
medium term consists in coping with the dramatic 
rise in oil prices and the existing dependency on 
crude oil imports. In the longer term, the per-
sistent and dominant question is, which energy 
sources can and should l;uarantee the energy supply 
in the light of the foreseeable exhaustion of crude 
oil and natural gas reserves. 
Although there exists an extensive consensus on 
the severity of the present energy supply situation, 
opinions and views differ widely as to the ap-
propriate path towards a post-petroleum energy 
supply system and as to which primary energy 
carri,er should have priority in substituting for 
crude oil and natural gas. Some see an increased 
use of coal and the building-up of nuclear energy 
as the solution to the problem, while others sup-
port conservation by more effective energy end-use. 
Still others believe that a decentralized use of 
renewable energy sources alone can represent a 
long·term solution capable of bearing the load. 
Besides technical and economic arguments there 
are especially questic.:,s of environmental protec-
tion, security, the proliferation of nuclear weapons 
as well as general political aspects which mark the 
energy discussion. The emotional and controver-
sial energy discussion is also a reflected image of 
the problems which confront those active today in 
the field of energy policy or energy planning. 
Complexity and uncertainty are its characteristic 
attributes. 
In the field of energy production, conversion. 
transport. distribution, and end-use technology. 
thel. ~ is a wide range of technical constraints and 
specific features of respective technologies to con-
sider in order to guarantee compatible interaction 
with the other components of the energy system. A 
plurality of new technologies, e.g. coal refinement 
or the use of renewable energy sources, are under 
development today. Their timing of commercia~ 
introduction. their costs, and their technical 
parameters, such as efficiencies, can be stated to-
day only with a large range of uncertainty. Also. 
the interactions between the energy system. tbe 
olber sectors of the economy, and the general 
economic growth are complex and only inade-
quately known today. The consequences of rising 
energy prices or of a limited energy supply on the 
economic development are essentially aspects 
which must be taken into consideration within the 
scope of energy-policy decisions. Considerable un-
certainty also exists with regard to the future de-
velopment of energy requirements. This arises on 
the one band, because a further economic growth 
is .no longer seen automatically as desirable, and 
on the other hand, because it is hard to anticipate 
to what extent energy-saving measures and meth-
ods will be carried out. Availability and price 
devdopment of crude oil, acceptance of nuclear 
energy. global environmental problems (e.g. CO,) 
are only several of a number of important issues 
giving rise to the complexity of the energy problem 
as well as to the considerable uncertainty, under 
whil:h energy-policy decisions must be met. 
All this means is that the energy-policy plan-
ning process has entered an era of new complexity 
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and clouded futures. Rather than asking what the 
energy demand in some future year will be, or 
what the contribution of different supply op'ions 
will be, a better question is, "what must an energy 
policy look. like, if it is to be robust and nexible 
enough to cope with thl: uncertainties that lie 
ahead?" 
If energy models are to aid in decision-making. 
then it cannot be a meaningrul aim to rorecast the 
Cuture development or the energy system. However 
carerully the rorecast is made, the inherent unce,-
tainty lying in the ruture cannot be removed. 
Rafher the task consists in showing, after explicit 
consideration or the uncertainties and the techni-
cal and economic options, the 'robust' steps. These 
are decision steps relevant to the immediate future 
and give the best possible guarantee that the path 
chosen will not have been regreued at a much later 
point or time. 
Finally, it should be remarked, that in view of 
the complexity of energy policy and energy strategy 
issues, no model can give answers to all the 4ues-
tions. Rather. it will require severa1 mode1s with 
different objectives and specifications in order to 
eCrectively support the de\'elopment or energy 
policies and energy planning. 
4. A ","ey of energy models 
Energy models are developed using theoretical 
and analytical methods or several disciplines: en-
gineering. econometrics, operations research. com-
puter sciences. Because of this, and the diHerences 
in scope and application, there is no uniqJ,1e way 
ror the design of such modeJs. 
The purpose or this survey is to present the 
broad categories or such models in a comparative 
form, discuss their content and application and 
provide a classification. The su!'Vcy is not sup-
posed to be exhaustive in that it provides com-
parative information on all existing models. In our 
classification, we limit owselves to typical candi-
dates known in the literature, while a selection or 
three models is reviewed in a more detail. 
Table I lists several of the well-known models 
together with the methodology and theif principal 
application. Two clas ... have been distinguisbed: 
models of the energy system and models represent-
ing the energy sector and its interactions with the 
rest oC the economy. These energy~economy mod-
cis arc either built in the form of an integrated 
modeling framework or employ a set of more or 
less disconnected models. An ex.ample is sekctcd 
from each of these three categories and examined 
in more detail below. 
4.1 . MARKAL 
MARKAL (an acronym (or market allocation) 
is designed to assess the long-term perspectives of 
new and conservation technologies and thereby 
provide insights for research and development 
support. It is a multi-period linear programming 
model with explicit representation or some 200 
technologies for energy production, conversion and 
end-use. 
The specific aspects which the model helps to 
analyse are: 
- the relative attractiveness of existing and new 
energy technologies and energy resources in satis-
rying plausible ruture demands for useful energy; 
- the time evolution or the introduction of and 
investment costs for new technologies and re-
sources and the time evolution or the decline in 
use of existing resources, especially imported pet· 
roleum; 
- the sensitivity of future energy systems to dif· 
rerent policy objectives. with system cost. the 
amount of imported petroleum, and the relative 
contributions of nuclear, renewable, and fossil re-
sources being the criteria of interest; and 
- the long-range errect of conservation and ef-
ficiency improvements on the energy system. 
MARKAL was developed in a collaborative 
efCort at Brookhaven National Laboratory, USA 
and Kernforschungsanlage JUlich, Germany. 
building upon earlier experience with BESOM and 
other LP-models. For a complete documentation 
see [32,33). 
The intent for the development was to evaluate 
energy R&D priorities for the group of countries 
belonging to the International Energy Agency {34J. 
Because the quantitative assessment had to be 
done on a national basis for 15 individual 
countries, a very flexible model of the energy 
system with standardized input and output routines 
had to be built. The model allowed all countries to 
use the same basic set-up, while technologies rep-
resenting virtually aU levels and modes of produc.-
tion, conversion and end~use were represented. 
The optimization of the supply paths and the 
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Table I 
A survey of energy models 
MODEL METHOOOJ.oGY APPLICATION 
SESOM (Brookhaven) fl<j I Linear OpUmi'Zation Evall'4tion of ener9Y techno-
logies tor US R&D pol! cy. 
~ (Grenoble) [20J Linear Opti18.1uUon Originally built to develop ~ 
... " ~ energy scenarios for Franee. ~ Now used within the C£C set of models for policy assessment. 
~ (BrODkhaven/J~lleh) Linear Cptimizat ion Optimization of end-use and ~ ~>U<AL ~ [21\ s upply side. Applied to 15 
-
~ oountries of the lEA for 
-
evalue.tton of new iUld c:oaser-
~ vatlan teehnolog l ~B. ~ 
~ 
z MESSAGE (1IASA) 122\ Linear Optimization Applied to 7 wo~l~ regions 
" 
~ 
the context of IIASA'. let of 
models. 
ETA-MACRO (Stanford Univ.) Nan-Linear Optimi zation, Studies of nuclear and alter-
[231 Informal ECQna.etrlc native ener9Y systems in the US. 
PI~ (Stanford Univ.) [2 4\ Dynamic Line" ElIploration of ener9Y and 
Opt1Jnization economy 'lrowth in the US. 
~ SOU (St;mford Re~. Inst. ) Process Representation, AnalySis of US !lynfuels 
o:l [2~1 Informal econometric strateqy . 
;! HUO~ON-JORGENSON [ 261 Economet.ric Longterm energy and economic 
Q growth analysis of the US. 
~ Taxing policy i~ the US. 
- "'" 
(Bechtel Co. I 127 J Accountin9' Framework for e:'ler9'Y supply ~ 
~ planning and accounting of ~ industrial, capital , labor and z material reqUirements, Applled ~ 
-~ to the U5 df\d IEveiopin9 coun-~ 
~ tries (Peru, Egypt, Indonesia) . 
-
PIES (Project Independence Proces!l Representation, Analyst!l of alternative st.ra-
!i Evaluation Sy!lbeml Linear Optimizat.ion, teqies [or the :'Iat.ional energy 
z [28 1 Econometrit" plan of the U5. Q 
~ 
"0' 
-= 
ORI-BRooKHAVEN (29] Linear Optimization, Studietl of econOlllic illlpact 0' 
= EconometriC a lte rnative enerqy f\lturel 
'" lI! {combination of Hudson- the US. ~ Jor'lenson and BESOM 
models} 
CEC (Brussels) [30) Linear Optimization, Application to member countriea 
'" 
ECOrtatietric of the European Comm\lnities for ~ 
~ {combination of macro- Energy System Studiea. econOlllic qrowth, energy 
i demand, input-out.put. and energy supply llIodeh} 
IIASA (LaXenburq) 111 I Linear Opti~izat.ion, Applled to 5t11dies of the 
Econometric, energy-economy growth of 1 
(c~ination of macr~ world regions. Investigations 
eClOnCllllc , enerqy dt!llland, about energy ~tr ategy l~acts. 
e n.rqy lupply and energy 
t.pact models} 
end-use paths in MARKAL is pCdi!lPS the most 
prominCDI diffe ... u,e 10 other LP-models shown in 
Table I. All 01 the other models opOimize only Ibe 
supply pallos lor a sivCD end-use paloem. 
Fig. 2 shows lb. principal energy Dow. repre-
senled in MARKAL. Three Iypes 01 energy are 
distinguished in the diagram: wough conversion, 
lransporlation and distribution. primary energy 
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(e.g. domestic coal, imported crude oil) is trans-
formed into final energy (e.g. elect;icity, refined oil 
products, district heat), which is then consumed in 
end-use devices to produce useful energy (e.g. space 
heat, mechanical energy). Useful energy is the 
exogenously specified driving variable in 
MARKAL. 
MARKAL is, like MESSAGE and EFOM, a 
mUlti-period model, i.e. a model with several dis-
tinct time intersections for which an optimum 
allocation of the energy and technology mix is 
made. This representation is of major importance 
when analyzing the time aspects of the transition 
to new technologies and it is another difference to 
the static lP-m.odels represented by BESOM in 
our list. 
MARKAl allows for a variable number of 
periods and period lengths, but it has normally 
been appli~ to 9 time periods of 5 years. which 
are centered at 1980, 1985 etc. through to 2020. 
Each of the technologies represented in the model 
is described in terms of an activity and capacity 
variable. The capacities depend on investments 
made in earlier periods and the defined lifetimes 
of existing technologies. Because of this represen-
tation, the model is able to describe the phasing 
out of existing plants and the build-up of new 
capacity properly. The electridty and district heat 
generating technologies have been modeled in 
MARKAL with explicit treatment of the load 
structure related to the diurnal and/or seasonal 
UTILISAT ION 
DEVICE 
USEfUL 
ENERGY 
MECHANICAl ENERGY 
S¥ACE HEAT 
PROCESS HEAT 
." 
BURNER 
ELECTRIC MOTOR 
OVEN 
variations of the demand. Care is given to cost for 
transportation and distribution of energy. 
l11e number of technologies, which are repre-
sented in national applications of MARKAL, each 
with associated costs, efficiencies, lifetimes. elc .. is 
quite large. Table 2 shows a list of the generic 
technologies. 
A typical result obtained from MARKAL is 
shown in Fig. 3, indicating how the substitution of 
oil imports by new liquid fuel producing technolo-
gies takes place under a certain price escalation for 
crude oil. 
Another set of interesting information. which 
MARKAL provides, is the trade-off between en-
ergy system costs and oil imports. as displayed in 
Fig. 4. The curve shows what a replacement of oil 
imports would cost the economy, which would 
have to invest in new technologies or push con-
servation. In the figure. PS-l denotes the optimum 
allocation of fuels and technologies (or a least cost 
scenario. If we move towards the left, the system 
costs increase, while oil imports decline. The fact 
that a premium is to be paid for lower oil import 
energy systems is denoted by scenarios SP-
I/ PREM-l and SP-I / PREM-2. Three different 
patterns are shown (Spain, United States. United 
Kingdom) illustrating differences among countries. 
Each point on this trade-off curve represents a 
scenario, which itself yields a difrerent mix of 
technologies and a different temporal evolution 
for each technology. Other trade-offs. e.g. between 
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Table 2 
Generic. technologies selected for assessments with MARKAL 
EIIl USE 
COIISERvATlOIt-AUTOt«lTlV[ TRANSPORT SYSTEMS 
_ Priwat~ Auto. I~proved Frame and Syst ea 
_ Priv.te Auto, i!llproved Diesel 
_ Private Auto. Stirling Engine 
AlTERNATlW[ TRANSPORT FUELS 
_ Private Auto. Hetha~l fuels 
_ Compres5~ Natural Gas 
CONSERVATion BUILDING (EQUI~NT) 
- Electric !tellt PIIIIP 
- Gas Heat Pump 
_ Seasonal Low-Teaperature Heat Storage. Underground 
ELECTRIC AUTO 
- Battery-Po~red Auto 
INDUSTRIAl.. CONSERVATlIII 
- Solar to Process Heat 
CONVERSION 
ADVANCED CONVE:;TER AEACTOR~ 
- ATR Nuclear Power Plant 
- CANDll Nuclear Powe," Pl."t. ["rielled Fuel 
- HTR Nuclear P~er Plant 
- Nuclear Proces s Heat. VHTR 
BREEDER REACTORS 
COAL LIQUEFACTION 
- Hydrtlgenati on 
- SRC -2 Process 
• MethAnol 
COMaINED CYCLE 
• Hard Coal Combined Cycle Power Pla nt 
• Pressurized Fluidized BP.d Power Plant 
- A~o~pherie Fl uidized Bed Power Plant 
FUEL CElLS 
_ Atm05pheric Fluidiz'",: Bed IRdustr i.l Boller for Process Heat - Gu Fuel Ce ll 
RESIDENTIAL AND COlt4E!l:IAl SOLAR HEATING 
- SPICI! Helt 
- Water Heat 
- Air Conditioning 
PROOOCTlIII 
ENHANCED GAS RECOVERY 
[HHAH~[D Oil RECOVERY 
GEOPRESSUR!ZEO METHANE 
GEOTH[~/HYDAOTH[~/HOT DRY ROCK 
- Dry Geothe .... l (Hot Rock) POWIe" Phnt 
- Di strict He.ting Plant , Genthelmal 
OCUN POWER 
- lOa'le Central Dectric Power Phnt 
- Deean ThenNl Gr.dit1lt Electric Power Plant 
SHALE AND TAR SANDS 
SOLAR ELECTRIC 
- Decentr.lized Sol.r PtIoto'lolUic 
- Central Solar Thenl41 Electric 
- tentr.' SOlAr Photoyoltlic Pllnt 
WIND POWER 
- WlItd Turbines. Centr.' EIKtric Power C~leJl 
- Loc.t , Wind Electric Generator 
costs and environment can be examined in a simi-
lar approach. The example illustra... that 
MAIlKAL is a multi·objective fWlcUOD model, 
which in fact can be used as an analytical instru-
FU[LS FROM BIOMASS 
- Biomass steam Electric ;lower Pl.n t 
- l\ethanol froM Wood 
- Gas from Wastes 
fUSION 
- Nuclear Fusion Power Pill'lt 
HIGH CALORIC GASlrICATIOtI 
- Hi gll Btu Gasification. LURGI-SI .ggi"9 
- Nuclear Hydrogasification 
LOW-MEDllltl CALOfHC GASlflC~T10N 
- HArd Coal. Medium Stu Gasification 
- Hydrogen F ·,duction fro. Hard Co. l 
MAGNET0t4YOROD·~ -.M1 CS 
- Coal JrtID [II .;octrie POIrIer Plant 
NON-fOSSIL HHIlIDGEN SYSTEMS 
- Hydrogen i'"---oouction by Electrolysis of H20 
UJtDERGfIOIJND ~lnCATlON 
- Undergroun6 GaSification with Combined 
Cycle Electdc P(N!r Plant 
ment 10 study essential relationShips in the energy 
sector and provide information on a cost .. benefit 
scale. 
Fig. S illustrates how MARKAL can be used 
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Fig. 3. Liquid fuel supply in the lEA COUDtries (34). 
for technology assessment under the aspect of 
uncertainties. It shows how the market penetration 
TOTAL 
ENERGY SYSTEMS -
otSCOUNTED 
COST 
110 
of a particular technology takes place in a com-
parison of six distinct scenarios denoted with PI, 
P), P6, SSt S8 and Rl. These are scenarios with 
different objective functions and/or input data. 
The result of the analysis is that the technology 
gains a high share of the market between 1980 and 
2020, with a peak at the year 2000 in all of the 
scenarios, i.e. this infers that the particular tech-
nology is a stable candidate from a suppliers and 
consumers point of view. These types of analyses 
have been found to be useful aids for energy R&D 
program planning [35,36,37[_ 
Further extensions of MARKAL have heen 
made focusing on specific areas of interest to 
policy assessment and planning. For instance, de-
tailed ana1yses of the resideDlial and commercial 
conservation possibilities have been made (38] and 
the application of the model on the level, which is 
suited for community energy supply planning, has 
been initiated [39). 
Another extension of the model which is 
planned for the future aims at incorporating de-
mand price elasticities. This means that the re-
sponse to energy price increases will be determined 
by the model in three forms: investments in con-
servation, investments in new technologies and 
adjusled useful demand levels. TIlis extension wiU 
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Fig. 5. Comparative analysis of 6 MARKAl scenarios: 1980- 2020 martel peneuation of advanced coal burners for industria! 
applications in (krmany (35). 
result in a model type, which is often called a 
partial equilibrium model, where energy demand 
itself is a variable depending on the price of en-
ergy. 
4.2. ETA -MA CRO 
ETA-MACRO is an example of the second 
category of models contained in Table 2, i.e. those 
which are designed to study the interactions be-
tween the energy sector and the rest of the econ-
omy. U is in fact. as the name suggests, an integra-
tion of two models : ETA is a process analysis for 
energy technology assessment, and MACRO is a 
macroeconomic growth model dealing with sub-
stitutions between ("bor, capital and energy in-
puts. Fig. 6 contains the principal linkages be-
tween the energy and the macroeconomic submod-
e1s. 
"llunl r~urcft 
I l"(lro lCUIh. nal ural 
II "~ . ~ oal. ur:mlum. 
h\,Jtl)(ICClrIC. CI': I 
Note that the main feedback of information 
between the two parts is via parameters specifying 
the amount to which energy (separated for electric 
and non-electric form) is required as an input for 
the production of a unit GNP, and the energy 
expenditures that the economy is willing to pay. 
The entire model determines for each point in 
time an equilibrium between suppiy and demand, 
whereby substitution between labor, capital and 
energy input take place according to their availa-
bility and price. An increase in prices for energy 
will then affect the future level of energy demand, 
the fuel mix and the production structure of the 
economy in various ways. Price induced conserva-
tion and interfuel substitution will both have mac-
roeconomic implications and the whole economy 
will adjust to a new equilibrium according to the 
time lags built into the model. This model is of the 
type which may be called a 'general equilibrium 
I 
[ ....., ttft-lric. _...tKlric C1NI_mpt_ 
( OI\H niUII 
Ifd 'nolotin Ihlthl 
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Fir,. 6. The principal interactions in ETA· MACRO [23]. 
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model', in that it encompasses at the same time the 
effects which the macroeconomy has on the energy 
system and vice versa the impacts of the energy 
system on the economy. 
To be able to understand how the model works, 
it seems best to have a closer look to the MACRO 
submodel. A key equation of the model is that 
describing the production function assumed. 
The production function employed assumes that 
the economy-wide gross output (Y) depends upon 
four inputs: K , L, E, N- respectively capital,labor. 
electric and non-electric energy. The elasticity of 
substitution among the input factors is separated 
in tbree fractions: substitution between capital and 
labor (denoted by a and I - a), substitution be-
tween electric and non-electri<; energy (.denoted by 
(J and 1 - (J), and substitution between 
capital/ labor and electric/ non-electric energy (de-
noted by 0). If we were considering a static prob-
lem. the long-run production function would then 
be written as: 
y= [a(KaLI -a)' + b( EPN' -p)'j'/' 
where p = (0 - 1)/ 0 (for 0,.. 0,1.00). (The param-
eters a and b are empirical constants). 
In ETA-MACRO the situation is more con:lplex 
since it allows for time-Jags in the economy's re-
sponse to higher energy prices: A 75 year planning 
horizon is introduced, starting with 1975 and ex-
tending through 2050. There are 16 individual time 
periods, each of five year length and centered at a 
representative year: 1975, 1980, 1985, etc.' The 
introduction of the time variable ap~ !ars to be 
extremely important when we consider the transi-
tion to less energy intensive economies. Time is 
required for life-styles and for capital stocks to 
adjust to higher energy costs, etc. 
In ETA· MACRO these lags are built into the 
production function by appropriate growth limita-
tions relative to previous periods. Note that the 
production function is non-linear· in type. All other 
equations used in ETA·MACRO are linear combi-
nations of variables. 
Other principal equations of the macro sub-
model describe the growth of the capital stock. the 
allocation between consumption, investment!!: and 
energy expenditures and the savings process. 
The other submodel, ETA, is a conventional 
linear programming energy demand·supply model, 
which for a given set of resources and technologies 
aiMs al building an optimum energy path. The 
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Fig. 7. Macroeconomic consumption, primary energy and elec-
tricity generation in a nuckar and a non-nuclear US economy 
I15J. 
degree of detail shown here, however, is much less 
than in energy system models of the MARKAL 
type. 
As most of the general equilibrium models which 
apply aggregated functions for the economy and 
look into the energy sector with less detail, ETA-
MACRO is not intended to be used as a planning 
1001, which produces a single set of numerical 
results. The merits of the model lie in the fact that 
it enables us to check the logical consistency of 
competing assumptions about energy futures using 
a clear and straightforward approach. In fact, the 
model has been found to be a useful instrument to 
study for instance the implications which a non-
nuclear path would impose on the US economy. 
Fig. 7 illustrates this case indicating what a stop 
on nuclear energy would cost the economy in 
terms of GDP losses. Other examples showing how 
ETA-MACRO permhs the exploration of macro-
economic ·issues which are of principal interest to 
energy policy and technology assessment are con· 
tained in the literature. 
4.3. IJASA's set o/'energy models 
The energy modeling approach of llASA (tIie 
International Institute for Applied Systems Analy-
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sis) is another typical example fcr the energy~ 
economy models. It is designed to analyse the 
energy sector as an integral part of the economy. 
But unlike the integrated models (PILOT, SRI, 
Hudson- Jorgenson, ETA-MACRO), which treat 
the interactions b:lween energy and the economy 
within a single network of equations, IlASA has 
created a package containing a set of various 
models, applying diflerent techniques. 
IIASA's energy modeling team has adopted the 
philosophy that the linking 01 several independent 
and simple models has advantages over large scale 
model blocks involving c:omplex functional rela-
tions. The links need nol be automatic, but may 
involve human interference. Other modelers (like 
DRI-Brookhaven, CEC, lor instance) bave 101-
lowed a similar model set approach by using well 
established independent models 01 the energy sec-
tor and the economy in a combined assessment. 
Fig. 8 illustrates the modeling approach adopted 
at IIASA. Four independent models, MEDEE-2, 
Eo_ 
consumption 
MEDEE·2 
MESSAGE, IMPACT and MACRO, each apply-
ing a dillercnt methodology and having a dillerent 
purpose, are used. Each model provides inpu~ to 
the system considered, either in the form of direct 
input data to other submodels or in the form of 
general information which goes into judgements or 
into manual calculations and other assumptions. 
The entire modeling approach is a highly iterative 
one. lni tial assumptions and judgements I"d to 
calculations and results, which provide feedback 
information for the alteration of the inputs, until 
convergence is achieVed. 
The start 01 the modeling loop is determined by 
the definition of scenarios as indicated on top of 
Fig. 8. Assumptions about economic and popula-
tion growth are the main parameters for the 
distinction of the lIASA scenarios. Information 
about economic and demographic developments 
and judgements about lifestyle changes. improve-
ments in efficiencies of energy using devices, and 
the rate of penetration of new and/ or improved 
----------------. ----~-::-::-::-::::l:.:J::::=::;:--.------~~-! ~-:?i~_ 
Interrqional 
energy trade-
-_._----_ .. _---------
C=O:J Anurnptlons. ludpnentl. IMnu" calculations 
I I FOfIl'llI madMmatlcai mockl. 
- Dir*Ct flow of infOtlNtion lonlV maJor flows shown) 
---- Fndbldt lIow of informallon (only major nows shownl 
-ForlNl mlChelMtic" model. to flplec:e thHe tut!grnenlll Inllvses Ire In pro« n . 
- -Not '1''' tull.,. implemented. 
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energy-using equipment are fed into the submodel 
MEDEE-2 (Modtle d'Evolution de I. Demande 
d'Energie). nus model determines the energy de-
mand in terms of secondary energy for major 
end-use categories such as space heating/cooling. 
water heating, cooking in the residential and 
commercial sector or space and water heating, low 
and high temperature steam generation and fur-
nace operation in various industries etc. The de-
gree of detail in the demand vectors permits the 
description of substitutions on the end-use side. 
The technique of MEDEE-2 is simple: most of 
the relationships are linear combinations of varia-
bles and the model is used as a straightforward 
accounting framework. The resulting secondary 
fuel mix together with constraints on the maxi-
mum build-up rates, wst of new energy supply 
and conversion facHilies and resource availability 
constraints. is then inserted into the second 
submodel, called MESSAGE (Model for Energy 
Systems And their General Environmental impact). 
MESSAGE is, like MARKAL, • time-<iependent 
linear programming model which provides an opti-
mum allocation of fuels to meet a given demand. 
It is a dynamic model and allows the explicit 
treatment of interfuel substitution. which takes 
place over time in the energy supply and conver-
sion sector. 
The third submodel, IMPACT, is • dynamic 
input-output based algorithm, which determines 
the impacts of a certain strategy on the economy 
in terms of: 
_ investments in energy system capacities; 
mbd TWy./yr 
7 
.. 
80 6 Tnding l~uion5' 
70 
prim",y liquillsu(.:.ndnd , 
- capacity build up in energy related sectors of 
the industry and corresponding capital invest-
ments; 
- requiremen~s for materials. equipment and 
services for ~nslruction and operation of the en-
ergy syst"m and related industrial branches. 
With IMPACf calculated costs, the economic 
feasibility of a strategy can be checked. e.g. whether 
or not energy will absorb unacceptably high por-
tions of the economic products. or what amount or 
non-energy exports are necessary to compensate 
for energy imports, or which capital aids are neces-
sary for a developing country, etc. Finally, the 
MACRO submodel. the structure of which resem-
bles the macro-economic part of ETA-MACRO. 
calculates aggregated investment and consumption 
patterns based upon IMPACT provided cost data. 
This in turn leads to a revised computation of 
economic growth rates, which is checked with the 
original assumptions and reentered into a new 
iteration loop. 
It is this very broad concept of iterations within 
the computation routes which provide for con-
sistent scenarios. U the full set of models are 
employed in iterations, we have in fact a general 
equilibrium approach for interactions between 
economic and energy sector activities. 
llASA's energy modeling set is not designed for 
energy planning purposes but aims at investigating 
the longer term perspectives for transitions to en-
ergy supply systems in a resource constrained 
world. It has been applied to a study of the 
development of world regions between now and 
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2030 giving special attention to the different needs 
and possibilities of western industrialized countries, 
communist areas, developing countries and less 
developed countries. 
Fig. 9 is a typical result of lIASNs world re-
gional studies [40]. It illustrates how an increasing 
world oil demand is met, while oil supplied by the 
traditional producers, mainly of world region VI 
(ME ~ Middle East. NAf ~ North Africa) is kept 
constant. The complete scenario shows an interest-
ing pattern for the supply mix in the world re-
gions: coal and nuclear energy penetrates into the 
industrialized countries. while the oil consumption 
continues to grow rapidly in less developed 
countries. Another example of the IIASA scenario 
results is contained in Fig. to, indicating the im-
pact, which the energy consumption might induce 
on the climate in terms of temperature increases. 
5. Unresolved issues and possible improvements in 
modeling 
There are clearly various aspects related to the 
model development and application which are 
often subject 10 criticism. Several authorities, which 
are themselves involved in planning and policy 
assessment tend to suspect the 'new computer 
tools' offered. To put it more strongly, models are 
sometimes believed to be academic exercises with 
little practical value. This criticism may partly be 
moderated by the fact that modeling is a relatively 
new activity and that new methods of operations 
research have not generally penetrated into the 
process of decision making. Part of the problem 
also lies in the innated ex.pectations of what mod-
els can do. Because of this it is necessary to 
explore an~ define the boundaries on the applica-
tion of models more preci~ly. 
The modeler himself is probably never fully 
satisfied with his efforts and he is often in a 
position of being able to postulate a better system 
provided he could get the resowces. the data and 
the interactions with planners. 
This brings us to the first two points of possible 
future improvements: 
(I) Data gaps are often replaced by 'soft num-
bers' and this merely mirrors the fact that an 
analytical investigation is only partly a matter of 
methodology. It is difficult to make a breakdown, 
but, as a rule of thumb based on experience, one 
might accept that SO percent or more of the total 
manpower time effort for modeling should be de-
dicated to data assembly and analysis. Improve-
ments are possible in both the allocation of efforts 
and the way input data are generated and brought 
into the models. 
(2) Communications between analysts and 
planners ;-\.fe often quite understandably con· 
strained h:' various time and manpower l~mits. But 
these hindrances very l.ikely lead to whaf is some-
times expressed as ' the cultural gap' between the 
two groups. In fact, a better approach to the 
problems would be to work as a unified group 
with the planner involved in the analytical phase. 
This observation is supponed by those modeling 
teams that have had to work in close liaison with 
energy planners. 
The other two aspects concerning the modeling 
future are of a technical nature: 
(3) The integration of the engineering/ process 
analysis approach with the traditional economet-
ric/ behaviorial models has been exercised in vari-
ous forms. It seems clear that complex questions 
of energy planning require methodologies of both 
disciplines to be available. But the synthesis of 
various techniques which deal with energy-
economy interactions is still at an early stage of 
development. 
(4) The treatment of uncertainty and variations 
of objectives is another subject deserving more 
focus and better analysis. It is probably one of the 
historical misunderstandings that many of the 
model results available today, are sometimes still 
believed to be forecasts. However, recogniling the 
uncertainty in many of the key parameters which 
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influence current decision-making. e.g. economic 
growth. oil (fuel) prices, consumer behavior etc. it 
must seem most unlikely for anyone to be a good 
forecaster. Instead, modeling may be used as a 
tool, to analyse futures under various assumptions, 
revealing insights to relationships which are non 
intuitive. lhis kind of approach may be helpful to 
determine 'robust' next steps for decisions. This 
particular area of model application certainly is 
one of the most promising but it requires future 
improvement in the techniques for computing 
sensitivity cases and for the stochastic treatment of 
variables. 
Another area for improvement is partly covered 
by point 1, but is in itself an issue worthy of 
separate mention: 
(5) The geographical detail that a model is able 
to picture is an essential measurement of its accu-
racy for planning. Improvements for regional 
modeling on county or city levels are desirable to 
encourage the application of models by planners. 
Finally, the possible improvements can be con-
cluded with a general statement on the art of 
documentation: 
(6) Documentation of energy models and illu-
stration of their application by representative case 
results are often not sufficiently comprehensive to 
reap the full benefits from modeling efforts. It is 
clearly a general issue how to present scientific 
results, but one of the guiding principles for such 
modeling work should be to provide others with 
the ability to reproduce and compare the findings. 
This is an area where modeling should invest in 
some specific improvements. 
6. C_lusion 
We have reviewed energy models.and identified 
some areas or improvements ror future modeling 
work. If those who are engaged in energy planning 
understand how to use these instruments and are 
ab1e to encourage analysts, we would better know 
today what to do tomorrow! 
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